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  1. Which family does guava tree belong to?

Haloragaceae

Acoraceae

Myrtaceae

2. Which country is the largest producer of guavas?

India

Brazil

China

3. What color are the flowers of Guava?

Yellow

Pink

White

4. How many petals does the guava flower have?

6

4

5

5. In which century were guavas introduced to Florida?

20th century

18th century
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19th century

6. When grown from seed, guavas bear fruit as soon as two years and as long as how many years?

20 years

30 years

40 years

7. Where is guava wood often used for meat smoking?

Cuba

Hawaii

Mexico

8. How big are guava fruits?

20 to 28 centimetres

4 to 12 centimetres

12 to 20 centimetres

9. It is known as the winter national fruit of which country?

Mexico

Pakistan

Thailand

10. Where is ripe guava used for cooking sinigang?

Philippines

China

Indonesia
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Right answers

  1. Which family does guava tree belong to?
  Myrtaceae
  2. Which country is the largest producer of guavas?
  India
  3. What color are the flowers of Guava?
  White
  4. How many petals does the guava flower have?
  5
  5. In which century were guavas introduced to Florida?
  19th century
  6. When grown from seed, guavas bear fruit as soon as two years and as long as how many years?
  40 years
  7. Where is guava wood often used for meat smoking?
  Hawaii
  8. How big are guava fruits?
  4 to 12 centimetres
  9. It is known as the winter national fruit of which country?
  Pakistan
  10. Where is ripe guava used for cooking sinigang?
  Philippines
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